SPORTS SCIENCE CAMP-IN  
NOVEMBER–MAY | AGES 6–13  
Come learn about the amazing physics in sports and see our brand new SportsZone exhibit during this unique Camp-In experience! See the SportsZone Live Science Show, explore the physics of your favorite sports in hands-on workshops, and explore all of the museum’s exhibits during your overnight adventure.

SCOUT DAYS  
Explore the museum with Achievement Guides designed just for Scouts and work toward the requirements for a variety of Adventures and Badges. See a theater show, participate in hands-on activities, take home a Souvenir Patch, and more!

ASTRONOMY DAY | NOVEMBER 7  
For Tigers and Boy Scouts

SCIENCE DAY | JANUARY 9  
For Bears and Webelo Scouts

WEATHER AND AIR DAY | APRIL 2  
For Wolves and Boy Scouts

EARN ADVENTURES AND BADGES!  
Specially designed Exhibit Guides direct Scouts toward these achievements:

TIGERS: Sky is the Limit Adventure—4, 5, 6, 8—Astronomy Day

WOLVES: Air of the Wolf—1b, 1c—Weather and Air Day  
Motor Away—1a, 1b—Weather and Air Day

BEARS: Super Science Adventure—1, 2, 3, 6—Science Day

WEBELO: Adventures In Science—2, 3d, 3e—Science Day

CUB SCOUTS: STEM/NOVA Award for Science Everywhere and Out of This World—Camp-In

BOY SCOUTS: Astronomy Merit Badge—1c, 2, 3, 4a, 4b, 5a, 6a, 7b, 8a, 9—Astronomy Day  
Weather Merit Badge—1, 3, 4, 6, 9a, 11—Weather and Air Day